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FROM THE CHAIR
BY Sarah Appleby

One day, I was sitting in the car with my Mother in Law who had been already in and out of
cancer treatment for about 8 years. She had had a rough ride; her strength and endurance had
always impressed me. Sadly, the cancer had returned again. We were having a visit, she down
from Derbyshire, to hang out with me and her new grandson before she was due to start
another round of chemo.
We waited for him to wake in the backseat when she said, “I have to tell you; I just can’t do it
anymore. I’m not doing any more treatment. I’m done.”
It was a moment of unusual silence for me. What does one say? I wanted so badly to try to
change her mind. I wanted to tell her to fight for it. I even wanted to tell her how selfish she
was being… we all loved her so much. In equal measure, it pained me knowing what she would
be facing- the horrible side effects of treatment, not even knowing if on the other side she’d
have much more life to live and even if she did, would it be of quality? It was a horrifically sad
and unfair moment. I wished she had someone to talk to. Someone that understood her.
Someone that might have had the right words, the ones that I just didn’t have.
With 1 in 7 women in the UK being diagnosed with breast cancer in their lifetime, my Mother
in Law joined many other women in this lonely battle. It was clear to me that she was being
offered all the treatment, but something just as vital was lacking… mental and emotional
support. Sure, she had been given a free head scarf once, and I had known she had even
popped into a coffee morning a couple of times, but 8 years needed something far more
robust than the transient nature what she had been offered.
Team Phoenix is a place for women affected by breast cancer to find true empathy. So very
many adult women are carers themselves, whether for a family member, a child or even a
friend. They need to be lifted, yet often don’t want to ask for the help that’s needed for fear of
showing dependents they aren’t ok. Team Phoenix brings these women together for a positive
reason: getting fit, achieving something exciting and seemingly impossible. This optimism
overcomes the hesitation women often feel in getting help, and allows women to fearlessly
join our unassuming support group. Through Team Phoenix, women find long lasting bonds.
Because our women spend 6 months together, twice a week and sometimes more, there is a
connection and trust that forms that is bigger than friendship. It’s family. And, it is durable
enough to weather any storm.
With only a few years under our belt we are very proud to have been able to serve so many
women and to see in surveys that 100% of our beneficiaries would recommend our
programme! We will continue to work hard to help women rise from the ashes and we
couldn’t do it without the generosity of our amazing donors. You are the reason we are able to
continue to deliver such a high quality, long term support programme. The difference you
make is mythical. You help women fly.
My deepest gratitude,
Sarah

MIND BODY SOUL
OUR FLAGSHIP PROGRAMME,
PROVIDING HOLISTIC CARE

MIND

Studies have shown that depression and anxiety
in women affected by cancer can be up to 50%.
Women from our programme were surveyed
and the rate of depression and anxiety was 67%.
Our services have a resounding impact 92% of
our women saying they the programme had
positive impact on emotional and mental
wellbeing.

BODY
Surgery causes scars and loss of feeling and
sensitivity; hormone treatments can bring
menopausal symptoms. Chemotherapy can cause
hair loss and changes to skin and nails.
Treatments can also cause weight gain. With all
this to contend with, many women hesitate to be
physically active. We give women an empathetic,
safe environment in which to come to terms with
and explore these changes. 100% of our Firebirds
feel fitter post programme.

SOUL

Triathlon has a way of intimidating even the
most able bodied... even seasoned athletes.
Placing a medal around one's neck after
experiencing cancer, achieving what once
seemed impossible, this is the essence of what it
means to rise from the ashes and become a
Phoenix.
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MELISSA,
LIFTING THE SOUL
Cancer treatment is brutal plain and
simple. However the journey forward is
anything but and when I finally finished
chemotherapy and radiotherapy I felt
like my soul had been stripped out; just a
shell of a person left. All the support
getting me through treatment was gone
yet the recovery was only just beginning
and the sadness overwhelming.The
Team Phoenix Foundation mind, body
and soul programme re-pointed my
internal compass through the sport of
triathlon but that was just the finale. The
experience leading up to that through
training, bonding and support from my
fellow Firebirds made me feel invincible.
The coaches were amazing and delivered
on all levels and I know that I would not
be the person I am today post treatment
had it not been for Team Phoenix. I
would never have believed that I could
complete a triathlon in the face of
adversity and really have put the ‘CAN’
into Cancer.

100%
OF WOMEN WOULD
RECOMMEND OUR
PROGRAMME

96%

SAY TEAM PHOENIX
IMPACTED THEIR
QUALITY OF LIFE
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74 % OF WOMEN SAY THAT
OUR PROGRAMME
IMPACTED THEIR HOME
LIFE
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SARAH,
FEELING EMPOWERED
I was diagnosed with triple negative breast cancer in July
2015, the day will forever be imprinted in my mind, the day
my life turned a full 180 and my new life became my new
normal. A haze of the words ‘aggressive ’, ‘chemo’, ‘surgery’,
‘scans’, words I had barely heard before, words beyond my
comprehension and that I was almost unable to believe were
true. A cancelled holiday, two small children, no going back
to work in September as a primary school teacher. Quite
frankly; a massive shock, so much to deal with physically
and emotionally.The treatment lasted a full year, i steadied
my resolve and was determined to at least have some
control over my life; some semblance of balance in the
chaos of all of it.I ate healthily because I could, I exercised
as much as I could because I felt better when I did and it
really helped me to be centred whilst the storm raged inside
me and all around me.I came across the fledgling Team
Phoenix about six months into treatment, when I felt at my
weakest, hair free, neuropathy, low white cell count, bouts
of dizziness and lack of balance. ‘Do you want to be part of
our first team triathlon for ladies that have had breast
cancer? We will rise like the Phoenix from the
flame..’Absolutely; yes! I signed up immediately. And from
that moment on I knew I had a goal, to cross that finishing
line, a swimmer, a cyclist, a runner, rising again! I couldn’t
swim a single stroke or front crawl so spent the summer
learning, practising, cycling and regaining my running
strength. And in the day I did it. I swam in a lake! I cycled, I
ran! I have never been so happy to see those late September
trees in their red and orange hues as I cycled past
them. Team Phoenix meant everything to me in September
2016. There were tears that day of so many emotions some I
still can’t put into words but it was so important to me. So
much so I returned in 2017 and mentored a small London
team.I am so proud to have been part of something which
motivated me so much to take charge, to challenge myself,
to be balanced again at such a hard time in my life. And to
have met people who felt and feel the same way is
empowering, emotional and important.’
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THANKS TO OUR DONORS AND
SPONSORS

2,376
TRAINING
SESSIONS
DELIVERED

100%
SAID THEY FELT
FITTER AFTER
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PROGRAMME
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TEAMPHOENIXFOUNDATION@MAIL.COM | CONTACT +044 7794 600
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SPENDING
With the Charities Commission
reporting a sharp increase in small
charities closure, Team Phoenix
has kept critical eye on spending.

FOR EVERY £1 YOU
DONATE 80P IS SPENT ON
CHARITABLE ACTIVITY

SURPLUS FOR GROWTH
29%

DIRECT TO BENEFICIARIES
60.5%
RUNNING COSTS
10.5%

The long term ambition of Team Phoenix Foundation has been to
perfect the Mind Body Soul programme and then to expand
throughout the UK, providing this much needed service to women
affected by cancer. As such, from 2016-present the organisation has
been almost completely volunteer led, spending minute amounts on
external consultants for expertise such as website creation and grant
writing. The trustees have guarded an operating surplus for growth
and security.
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